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Motivation and scope
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Advanced ignition schemes 
have potentials for high gain
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     With current NIF 
 hohlraum coupling efficiency 

improved hohlraum 
coupling efficiency 



These lectures:
what, why, how advanced ignition

physics principles, issues

Advanced ignition schemes are ICF schemes:

•  they must meet general ICF requirements

•  they must “fight” the same issues

Advanced schemes relax some constraints, at a cost

We shall outline (and motivate) pros & cons 
and discuss perspectives
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ICF principles,
ICF by “standard”central ignition,
issues  
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Fast ignition and shock ignition are
Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) schemes  

ICF: fusion reactions from a fuel (DT mixture) 
•  compressed to very high density (ρ > 1000 times solid density)
•  and heated to very high temperature

•  No external confinement => fuel confined by its own inertia 
   (mass) confinement time τ = R/cs, 
with cs: sound speed; R: linear dimension of the compressed fuel;�
[somewhat more accurately, for a homogeneous sphere τ = R/4 cs]
  

•   Explosive, pulsed process
•   energy to drive the process has to be provided cyclically by a driver
•  The mass of the fuel must be limited to about 10 mg, �
     in order to contain the explosion (yield of 1 mg of DT: 340 GJ = 85 kg TNT)

•  ICF for commercial electrical power production: IFE, Inertial fusion energy 
8



Target performance is measured by the GAIN:
target gain, fuel gain

•  ICF is pulsed.

•  Each target must release an energy well in excess of the energy used to 
bring it to fusion conditions.

•  We define the target gain G

    

€ 

G =  Fusion energy
Energy delivered by the driver to the target

=
EFus

Edriver

and the  fuel energy gain GF

    

€ 

GF =  Fusion energy
Energy delivered to the fuel

=
EFus

EF

=
EFus

ηEdriver

where η is the energy coupling efficiency, typically of 5-10%
9



•  Close the cycle:  G ηd = 1/(Mηth f) 
•  Power production:  Pgrid = νdriver Egrid = νdriver [(1-f) ηthGM  Ed] 
•  target cost < 20% COE; (COE: cost of energy) 

Reactor cycle: gain, rep-rate, ...

Laser repetition rate νdriver 
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•  Closing the cycle: G ηd = 10; e.g. G = 100; ηd = 10%
•  Power production: Ed = 2.5 MJ; νdriver = 10 Hz
•  1 target electrical energy to grid = 100 MJ = 27.8 kWh; 

if COE = 0.05 €/kWh, cost of target < 0.278 €
(burnt DT in 1 target: 0.733 mg; DT in 1 target ≈ 2.5 mg)  

Possible set of parameters for a 1000 MW reactor 

Reactor cycle: numbers for a 1 GW reactor
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Fom the reactor cycle: high gain 
required to overcome cycle inefficiencies 

G ηD > 10 

G  > 100 

GF > 1000 

and, typically,

12

 at Ed = 1 – 5 MJ



Efficient fuel burn requires 
large ρR:  ICF confinement parameter

•  ICF is pulsed; the fuel must remain confined for a time longer than the burn time

•  reaction time:            ,       n = ρ/mi: ion number density
       ρ: mass density�

      <σv> = DT reactivity

•  confinement time:

•     

  HB(T) min at T = 30 keV (HB= 7 g/cm2); depends weakly on T

•  It can be shown that the fraction of burned fuel is, approximately,
   Φ = ρR / (ρR + HB), and in practice the confinement requirement is 

         ρR > (2 – 3) g/cm2

    

    

€ 

τ reaz ≈
1

n < σv >

    

€ 

τconf ≈
R

4cs

,       cs = 2.7 ×107 T (keV)  cm/s    (sound speed)

    

€ 

 τconf > τ reaz  ==>     ρR ≥
4csm i

< σv >
=

H B (T )
2
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The essential physical ingredients of ICF:
Compression and Hot spot ignition

required to achieve high gain  

• COMPRESSION: 
  Φ > 20% ==> ρR > 2 g/cm2

mass m = (4π/3)ρR3  < 10  mg ==>    ρ > 200 g/cm3  

• HOT SPOT IGNITION
do not heat the whole fuel to 5 keV; 
(the gain would be too small: 1 DT reaction => 17 600 keV;
heating deuteron, triton and their electrons to 5 keV: (3/2)*5*4 = 30 keV

=> heat to 5 – 10 keV the smallest amount of fuel (hot spot)       
    capable of self heating and triggering a burn wave

                 
14

    

€ 

GF =
17600  Φ

30
= 580  Φ <<1000



the standard approach: central ignition
imploding fuel kinetic energy converted into internal energy 

and concentrated in the centre of the fuel 

(see, e.g., S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford University Press, 2004.)

implosion velocity for 
ignition:

uimp > 250 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass 
and on the compressed 
fuel in-flight isentrope:
uimp ∝ m-1/8  αif

2/9
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Simulation of a standard direct-drive target

Hollow shell target, irradiated by a laser pulse, with wavelength of 0.25 µm
total energy of 1.6 MJ

Achieves energy gain about 60
It can be improved to achieve gain higher than 100

Next viewgraphs, from 1-D and 2-D simulations (DUED code)

Ref: S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn: The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford (2004, 2009)



Text

Laser power vs time

1-D 
“Flow chart”



Laser absorption ==>
      ablation
      high temperature plasma
      very high pressure

corona expands,
shocks launched in the shell



The ablative pressure
drives the implosion
of the shell

At stagnation substantial
fuel compression and
heating occur (see curves 5)



At the end of the implosion
a hot spot is formed, which
suddenly self-heats

and drives a fusion burn wave

(notice the time scales)



Text

fusion burn wave
propagating to the 
whole fuel in less
than 100 ps



Implosion concentrates energy in space, multiplies pressure, 
but 

four key issues

1.  couple efficiently driver energy to the target, to achieve 
adequate imposion velocity

2.  use efficiently the coupled energy to compress the fuel
3.  mantain nearly spherical symmetry (small, central hot spot to be 

created)
4.  limit dangerous effects of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (RTI)

22



1st issue: coupling laser light 
-  use short laser wavelength (e.g. λ = 0.35 µm)
-  limit intensity I to < 1015 W/cm2
=> use hollow shell target, instead of sphere   

good assorption in the collisional regime, at short wavelength 

Garban-Labaune et al, PRL (1982) 

pressure p ∝ I2/3  λ-2/3

p = 80 Mbar 
@ I = 1015 Wcm-2 
     λ = 0.35 µm 
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2nd issue: compress efficiently 
do not heat before compressing =>
-  no “preheating” by fast particles, hard X-rays
-  tune the pulse, to reach high pressure gradually

“Pulse shaping”
Laser power
carefully tuned, to launch
a sequence of properly 
timed shocks, that 
approximate 
adiabatic compression

1-D 
“Flow chart”

we want α = p(ρ,T)/pFermi(ρ) as small as possible 

laser power vs time  



3rd issue: symmetry:
irradiate as uniformly as possible

long scale shape of compressed fuel depend
on driving pressure non uniformity

€ 

ΔR
R

=
Δuimp
uimp

=
Δp
p
≅
2
3
ΔI
I

we want hot spot relative deformation   ΔRh/Rh << 1

but Rh is typically 1/30 of the initial radius

==> ΔI/I << 1/20; ==> we request ΔI/I < 1%

(the larger the ignition margin, the larger tolerable ΔI/I)              (eg, Atzeni, EPL 1990) 
25



4th issue: Rayleigh-Taylor instability�

deceleration-phase instability at the hot spot boundary
(2D simulation)

    tim
e

=======> 

Atzeni & Schiavi, PPCF 2004 
26
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RTI in ICF:
instability at ablation front & instability at stagnation

(Lindl et al, 2004) 
perturbation fed from outer to inner surface of the shell 



Rayleigh-Taylor instability hinders hot spot formation and ignition  
(multimode perturbation with rms amplitude at the end of the coasting stage = 1.5 µm)

Ion temperature (eV) map evolution  S. Atzeni and A. Schiavi, 2004



A too large initial corrugation
amplified by RTI, makes hot spot formation impossible 

Ion temperature (eV) map evolution 



Specific internal energy [compression(*)  and thermal] at 
ignition = specific kinetic energy of the imploding fuel = ui

2/2
=>    implosion velocity uimp  = 300 - 400 km/s

Average pressure: assume constant pressure applied at thin 
hollow shell, as the radius shrinks by 50%:
=>    (1/2) mf uimp

2 ≈ <p> (7/8)(4π/3) R0
3�

<p> ≈ (12/7) ρDT uimp
2 (ΔR0/R0)       (**)

Peak pressure ≈ 2.5 <p>     
⇒        for   R0/ΔR0= 10, peak pressure = 80-100 Mbar      

*) Partial degeneracy important
**) ρDT : density of solid DT (highest possible initial density required to allow for  low 
entropy compression easier)

Required velocity and pressure



ablative RTI: ablation reduces growth, 
stabilizes short wavelengths

31

Theory (Sanz 1994, Betti et al 1996, 1998) is involved. However linear growth 
rate fitted well by (Betti et al. 1998, generalising Takabe et al. 1985)

αRT = 0.9 – 1 and  βRT = 1 – 3,
Lmin is the minimum density scale-
length

    

€ 

ua =
dµ / dt
ρpa

is the ablation velocity, 
with m areal mass 
ρpa peak density ahead 
of the ablation front

    

€ 

γ =  αRT
ak

1+ kLmin

−βRTkua

OK for indirect-drive, but ua small in direct-drive, 
unless peak density is low



RTI worsen with implosion velocity

32

Amplification (of most critical mode) grows with in-flight-aspect ratio R/ΔR.
In-flight-aspect ratio grows with velocity (thinner target for higher velocity).
= = > RTI amplification grows (very much) with velocity

    

€ 

Γmax =
8.5

α if
2 / 5I15

1/15  
u imp

3×107cm/s

 

 
 

 

 
 

1.4

    

€ 

ξ(λ,t ) = ξ0 exp γ(λ, ′ t ) 
0

t

∫ d ′ t 
 

 
 

 

 
 = ξ0 exp Γ(λ,t )[ ]

For direct drive: 

see Lindl, 1995

Allowed G ≤ 6  = = > reduce velocity (no more ignition)
                     and/or 
        increase adiabat of ablator, but not of fuel
        (ADIABAT SHAPING)  



issues more critical as velocity increases

1.  higher velocity => thinner shell and/or higher pressure
2.  higher pressure => higher laser intensity, LPI
3.  higher pressure => better pulse shape required to keep 

entropy low
4.  higher velocity => larger RTI growth

5.  higher convergence => stricter symmetry
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The NIF & LMJ approach:
indirect drive to reduce RTI growth and improve symmetry

Risk reduction ==> large pulse energy ==> low gain

(NIF curves: Lindl 1995, Lindl et al 2004) 



Advanced ignition schemes:

•  fast ignition

•  shock ignition

35



What about reducing implosion velocity?

reducing the velocity to 250 – 300 km/s:
- (density and) confinement still more than adequate (Betti & Zhou, 2005)

   

-  relaxed stability constraints
-  reduced LPI risks

-  ignition must be achieved by a separate mechanism

= => serious options 
         for low-adiabat direct drive € 

ρbulk ≈ 0.6ρpeak ≈
500
α if

I15( )0.13 uimp

3×107cm/s
 

 
 

 

 
 

0.96

 g/cm3

〈ρR〉max ≈
1.46
α if

0.55
Ec

laser

100  kJ
ηa

 

 
 

 

 
 

0.33

g/cm2
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If ignition is achieved at “low cost”, 
“low” implosion velocity leads to higher gain

than in the standard scheme 

Separate compression (implosion at velocity ui) and heating

    

€ 

G =
mDTΦQDT

Ed-compr + Ed-ig

=
ΦQDT

u i
2

2ηaηh

+
Ed-ig

mDT

At given <ρR>, i.e. given Φ,

the gain decreases with the implosion velocity
if ignition driver energy (much) smaller than compression driver 

energy
37



Fast ignitor 

•  Scheme: M. Tabak et al., Phys. Plasmas 1, 1626 (1994).
•  Ignition mechanism: S. Atzeni, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 34, 1980 (1995)
•  Ignition requirements: S. Atzeni, Phys. Plasmas 6, 3316 (1999);�
    S. Atzeni and M. Tabak, Plasma Phys. Controll. Fusion 47, B769 (2005)
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R. Freeman, March 30, 2011



No need for central hot spot: 
Fast ignition insensitive to compressed fuel geometry

M. Temporal, S. A. & J. Honrubia, PoP 2002,

 S. A. & M.L. Ciampi, 1996 40



Shock ignition: shock-assisted central ignition

41R. Betti et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 155001 (2007)



Laser pulse: 
fast ignition vs shock ignition 

HiPER Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009);  
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010 (2011)  

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm 
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Advanced ignition schemes:
laser interaction in “non classical” regimes 



•  Require lower implosion velocity = =>  Less susceptible to RTI
•  Fast ignition does not require a central hot spot
•  Shock ignition robust to stagnation phase RTI (see later)
•  Allow for direct-drive, with proper ablator design and pulse shaping
•  Allow for higher gain 
      lower velocity = lower specific energy,  
       direct-drive: efficient energy coupling

but (particularly fast ignition) 
•  require additional pulse (rather extreme for fast ignition)
•  new interaction regimes, physics to be proved
•  at preliminary stage of investigation

Advanced ignition schemes: 
pros and cons

44



standard central ignition vs advanced ignition

Next: 

•  fuel configuration at ignition

•  ignition condition

•  scaling of “limiting gain” 

45



At ignition 
•  central ignition: isobaric fuel
•  fast igniton: isochoric (hopefully ...)
•  shock ignition: intermediate

Notice the different hot spot paraneters (see Atzeni, 1995) 46



Ignition: competition
heating (alpha-particles) 

vs
cooling (electrons, bremsstrahlung, mechanical work)

Good estimates obtained
from simple models assuming 
initial configurations as in this figure, 
fuel at rest
a) isobaric
b) isochoric

No mechanical work in isobaric case

Ignition conditions can be written in the 
form of Lawson-conditions (T vs ρR)

47



ignition conditions depend on ignition scheme

 standard, isobaric:    ρhRh > 0.2 g/cm2, Th > 7 keV
fast ignition, isochoric:  ρhRh > 0.5 g/cm2, Th > 10 keV

48



Hot spot ignition condition:
Lawson-like and ”universal” ρRT criteria   

•  ρRT analogous to nτT used in magnetic fusion

•  ρRT ∝ pR   => role of hot spot pressure



Useful gain estimates from a very simple model

50

•  homogeneous hot spot, density ρh, temperature Th, radius Rh, 
ideal gas: pressure ph=  (2/3) CvρhTh, 

•  homogeneous cold fuel, density ρc, isentrope α, radius Rf, 
       specific energy  αCd ρc

2/3; Cd= 2.3 1012  (erg/g)(cm3/g)2/3

        pressure pc=  (2/3) αCd ρc
5/3

•  laser energy to fuel with efficiency η
•  ignition condition, see before
•  burn efficiency. see before

Initial configurations:
isobaric:        pc= ph      (standard central ignition)

                               pc= ε ph,     ε < 1, parameter (shock ignition)

isochoric:      ρc= ρh      (fast ignition)                                                               

Kidder, Meyer-ter-Vehn, Rosen, SA



Limiting gain: maximum gain achievable at given 
driver/fuel energy

Shows trends, allows identifying “windows”
Does not include symmetry/stability constraint

(Figures below for isobaric assembly)

51

Meyer-ter-Vehn, 1982



Isochoric vs isobaric vs 
intermediate: 

advanced ignition schemes 
have potentials for higher gain

52    

€ 

G lim
isobaric = 6000 η ηEd

α3

 

 
 

 

 
 

3 / 10

    G lim
ε = 6000 η

ε0.34

ηEd

α3

 

 
 

 

 
 

3 / 10

,  if ignition˚condition˚same˚as isob.

G lim
isochoric = 19000 η 

η Ed

α3

 

 
 

 

 
 

7 / 18

,  η = η21/ 25 (ηign _ pulse )4 / 25
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In all cases strong dependence on 

•  coupling efficiency

•  isentrope coefficient

Why higher gain for isochoric assemblies?

•  ignition condition is essentially a condition on pressure of the 
hot spot

•  in the isobaric case also the cold fuel has the “ignition 
pressure”, with a waste of compression energy, not compensated 
by the more favourable ignition condition



Accessing the ignition domain

Standard central ignition
(a single step process)

Vs

Advanced ignition
(two-step processes):

Fast ignition

Shock ignition 
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Fast Ignition
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beam parameters for fast ignition 
first estimate (scaling ≈ OK, front factors small)

we have to create a hot spot with [SA, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. (1995)]
•  <ρr>h = 0.5 g/cm2
•  Th = 12 keV

delivering a pulsed beam 
•  onto a spot of radius rb = <ρr>h / ρ, 
•  in a time t shorter than the hot spot confinement time rb /c(Th), 

•  hence:  

Eig ∝ mh Th ∝ (<ρr>h)3 Th / ρ2 ∝ ρ-2 
Wig ∝ Eig/t ∝ ρ-1 
Iig ∝ W/rb

2 ∝ ρ

the higher the density,

the smaller the energy, 
but 

the higher the intensity



(Delivered) beam parameters
from a parametric 2-D model 
study, assuming 
straight propagation, cyl. beam,
constant stopping power

ignition windows (S. A., 1999)
energy - power                energy intensity

    

€ 

Eig =18  ρ

300  g/cm3

 

 
 

 

 
 

−1.85

kJ

    

€ 

Wig = 0.9 ×1015  ρ

300  g/cm3

 

 
 

 

 
 

−1

W

    

€ 

 I ig = 7.2 ×1019  ρ

300  g/cm3

 

 
 

 

 
 

0.95

W/cm2

optimal 
parameters
(corners of windows) 

•  For particle penetration depth ≤ 1.2 g/cm2; longer range: more energy  



Fast ignition requires an ultra-intense 
(& efficiently coupled) driver

optimal parameters for density ρ = 300 g/cm3

delivered energy   18 kJ
spot radius    20 µm
pulse duration    20 ps
delivered pulse power  0.9 PW
delivered pulse intensity  7.2 x 1019 W/cm2

CPA lasers could meet such requirements

SA, PoP 1999

I
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€ 

E ig (kJ) =18  ρ

300 g/cm3

 

 
 

 

 
 

−1.85

×max 1, R
1.2 g/cm2

 

 
 

 

 
 × f (spot radius)

I ig (W/cm2 ) = 7.2 ×1019  ρ

300  g/cm3

 

 
 

 

 
 

0.95

×max 1, R
1.2 g/cm2

 

 
 

 

 
 × g (spot radius)

Still not included
•  Energy spectrum 
•  divergence

But range and focal spot are not 
necessarily as desired

SA and M. Tabak, PPCF 2005
M. Tabak et al, FST 2006
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Fast ignition by hot electrons



Standard fast ignition: 
how is energy transported to the fuel?

Nonlinear, relativistic plasma physics involved

we have to rely on large extrapolations

Ultraintense laser ==> hot electrons (few MeV) ==> hot-spot creation

interaction �
(at critical density)

transport�
( 1 GA current)

deposition�
(in compressed 

plasma)

other issue: matching hot electron range energy with hot spot;
a lot of current debate 63



Hot electron range depends on temperature�

Hot electron temperature
 depends on laser intensity and wavelength

    

€ 

Thot −el ≈
Iλ2

1.2 ×1019

 

 
 

 

 
 

1/2

 MeV   

Rhot −el ≈ f R 0.6Thot −el  g/cm2

Standard scalings
(with highly questionable front factors) 

fR = range multiplier
(Tabak, 1994; 2006:  fR = 1;
Li and Petrasso: fR = 0.8;
Atzeni-Schiavi-Davis, 2009: fR = 4/3;
Betti-Solodov: as ASD)

64

(simplified) ponderomotive scaling;
Wilks et al., PRL 1992



Accounting for R[T(I)]:
K igniting laser energy < 100 kJ and beam radius reasonable 

require
either range smaller than classical

or/and    short wavelength ignition laser (≤ 0.5mm)

assume 25% ignition laser 
energy to hot spot 
(optimistic!)

solid curves: 
ignition energy at given fR λ

dashed: ignition energy 
assuming no dependence on 
range, but limitation to beam 
radius

dot-dashed: no dependence 
on range; no limitation to 
beam radius 



Cone-guiding
a possible solution to shorten the path 

from critical surface to compressed fuel

works at small energy (Kodama et al Nature 2001, 2002) 
•  can be scaled? 
•  pointing?
•  compatible with strong compression?
•  materials mixing? 66



67 
R. Freeman, March 30, 2011



J. Honrubia, 2007;       but many open issues, ..... 68



We use a slightly modified version of 
Tabak’s gain model (*) to generate gain curves  and 

identifying design windows 

MODEL

•  direct-drive implosion (see Lindl’s book; details in Atzeni et al., 2007) 
•  pressure, density, entropy multiplication at stagnation: Betti and Zhou scaling (2005)
•  Ignition energy: previous scalings (Atzeni 1999 + Tabak et al. 2005 + Atzeni & Tabak 2005)

•  Hot-e range range (g/cm2) = 0.6 fR λ(I/1.2*1019W/cm2 )1/2 
•  burn formula, with correction at small ρR

Constraints to
•  RTI growth factor for fastest growing mode 
•  IFAR
•  intense beam spot size (=e-beam size)
•  Compression laser Iλ2

*Tabak & Callahan, 2004; Tabak et al. 2005

€ 

Γmax=maxl γ l (t)
implosion
∫ dt
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The model produces our 
(optimistic) GAIN CURVE: 

significant gain at laser energy of 200 -250 kJ
(multiply laser E by 2 to introduce margins)

Notice:

•  adiabat shaping to reduce 
   RTI growth

•  second harmonic ignition laser 
or anomalous stopping

•  25% ignition beam coupling 
efficiency assumed �
(unrealistic, according to �
more recent simulations)

Atzeni, Schiavi, Bellei, PoP 2007



•  3 ω laser needed for compression 
(if 2 ω > 150 kJ required for the ignition beam)

•  2 ω (λig = 0.53 µm) ignition laser required
if 1 ω (λig = 1.06 µm): ignition threshold at 400 kJ  

 flat adiabat : ignition threshold at 250 kJ
(with 200 kJ for the ignition beam!)



At 250 kJ,  gain ≥ 80
at Aif ≈ 40 (IFAR ≈ 30)
and compression laser intensity 3-5 x 1014 W/cm2

(for fR λig  = 0.4 µm, and rbeam ≥ 20 µm)

our design point

RTI Γmax contours



The low intensity - low aspect ratio region corresponds to 
low density and then higher ignition energy.

Not suitable for ignition experiments. 
May be suitable for IFE, instead.

HiPER design point



HiPER Baseline capsule
compression laser pulse 
•  wavelength = 0.35 µm
•  energy = 180 kJ

•   absorbed energy = 120  kJ

ref: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, Phys. Plasmas, 15, 14052702  (2007)
74



1. Laser driven implosion

• imploding mass = 0.29 mg
•  implosion velocity = 2.7 x 107 cm/s

•  hydrodynamic efficiency = 10.5%
•  overall coupling eff. = 7.2%

•  in-flight-isentrope (inner surf.) = 1.0

•  IFAR at (R=0.75R0) = 36

(only one of six mesh point drawn here)

75



2. Imploded assembly with 
     high density (ρpeak = 500 g/cm3 ) 
     and confinement (ρR peak = 1.58 g/cm2) 

central “hole”; density 
can be increased by 
high-Z doping

dense
fuel shell

76



3. Ignition

to study it, we need a good 
description of the electron 
beam, at least in the 
compressed fuel

= = > next



“Realistic” hot electron description 
(in the compressed matter: stopping + scattering + 
straggling)

Atzeni, Schiavi, Davies, PPCF 2009



Energy deposition, range, penetration:
•  effect of scattering
•   monocromatic vs exponential spectrum

scattering reduces the 
penetration by about 20%

and leads to more uniform
axial power deposition

Atzeni, Schiavi, Davies, PPCF 2009



The range is accurately reproduced a simple expression

The effective penetration is  about 80% of the range

range at 1 MeV 
•   35% longer than computed by�

Li and Petrasso;
•  20% longer than assumed by Tabak

Atzeni, Schiavi, Davies, PPCF 2009



1.5 MeV electrons                 n(E) ∝ exp(-E/<E>); <E> = 1.5 MeV

uniform sphere

-1.5/<ε>

(Atzeni, Schiavi, Davies, PPCF, 2009)

Maxwellian vs monoenergetic

Still, no beam divergence



velocity distribution, 
scattering,
distance d0 between e-source and compressed fuel
raise the e-beam ignition energy

Optimal <E> = 1 - 1.5 MeV

(2D DUED simulations for the HiPER target)

(similar results by Solodov et al., PoP 2007)



HiPER baseline target - 
Monochromatic vs Maxwellian e-beam ignition

(analogous to Solodov et al., PoP 2007)

Maps at the end of the optimal beam pulse for ignition
no scattering



Adding electron scattering

Maps at the end of the optimal beam pulse for ignition

(SA et al, PoP 2008)
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Both small-scale experiments and large-scale simulations
show large electron beam divergence

R. Freeman, March 30, 2011



Electron source simulations: 
large angular spread 

Debayle, Honrubia, et al, 2010;
similar results by several other groups

dispersion angle vs radius  mean prop. angle vs radius  beam density vs radius 

Debayle et al., Journal of Physics: 
Conference Series 244 (2010) 022032

“Fuel ignition at acceptable values of the 
ultra high intensity (UHI) laser energy 
requires a substantial reduction of the 
electron beam divergence” 



87 
R. Freeman, March 30, 2011

similar 
conclusion
by Debayle & 
Debayle, 2010



88 
R. Freeman, March 30, 2011
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Outstanding laser technology issues

•  compression gratings size and solid angle around chamber�
  (e.g., if 200 kJ, 1 J/cm2 => 20 m2)

•  overlapping beams onto a 20-40 micron spot,
  with accuracy of 10 micron

•  2nd harmonic conversion of ultraintense beam

•  efficiency, reliability, ... 
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Fast ignition by (laser-accelerated) protons 
(or light ions)



•  multi-MeV collimated proton beams produced in ultra-intense �
  laser-solid interaction, via TNSA (target normal sheat acceleration)
  (Snavely et al, 2000; Clarke et al, 2000) (*)

•  proton transport physics understood and simple (ballistic)

Can such proton beams be used as ignitor beams?

(*) more recent proposals also considering deuterons 
accelerated ponderomotively by beams with intensity of 1022 W/cm2 ;see 
Naumova et al., PRL 2009  -- not discussed here; other mechanisms 
proposed by others (e.g. Fernandez et al, NF 2009) 



original proposal by M. Roth et al, PRL 2001



Beam energy for ignition
vs proton kinetic energy

from 2D simulations (ρ = 400 g/cm3)

be
am
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y 
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 (k

J)


DT temperature (eV)

proton kinetic energy (MeV)

= => optimal for fast ignition:    
proton energy 3 – 10 MeV

ρ = 400 g/cm3
Proton range in plasma

lengthens with plasma temperature 
(and weakly with density)



S.A. , M. Temporal, S. Honrubia, Nuclear Fusion, 2002, L1 

monoenergetic;
 optimal pulse 
duration

Maxwellian beam from source at 
distance d from the fuel

d = 4 mm

d = 2 mm

be
am

  e
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y 
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n 
(k

J)


proton temperature (MeV)

TNSA beams have nearly exponential spectrum

= = > different time of flight of protons = => power spread
= = >  required beam energy grows with beam temperature
= = >  required beam energy grows with distance source – compressed fuel

an example is given below, for a uniform DT sphere (ρ = 400 g/cm3) and 
optimal spot (rbeam = 15 µm)



For  d = 3 mm and ρ = 400 g/cm3;  Eig > 35 kJ

    

€ 

E ig
* ≅ 90  d mm

0.7

ρ

100 g/cm3

 

 
 

 

 
 

1.3  kJ

from 2D simulations
for Tp = 5 MeV, and 
source - fuel distance 1 ≤ d < 4 mm

to keep power at needed level, 
source must be very close to the compressed fuel
(or monoenergetic beam) 

Cone Targets?

laser energy = Eig/ηp

,with ηp proton generation efficiency

in current experiments 
ηp well below 10%



•  Advantages 
–  Relatively immune to RTI 
–  Achievable at low implosion velocity  
–  Ignition energy independent of target scale 

 Very high gains achievable 
•  Downsides 

–  Specific fast ignition physics hardly scalable 
–  Cone in a shell target 
–  No existing facility for demonstration 
–  No existing integrated modelling (despite great progress) 

 Target and laser  
 Specs difficult to establish 

HiPER project conclusion on 
fast ignition: 

 high gain / high risk profile 



Shock ignition
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Hot spot ignition condition is essentially a condition on 
pressure

Imploding at “low” velocity pressure hot spot pressure 
is insufficient

How to increase it?  
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2 – Drive a  
      converging shock   

P

Radius 

Pr
es

su
re

 

P=12
8  

Radius 

Pr
es

su
re

 After Collision 
Shock amplification 

x6 

3 – Drive a converging shock and  
      let it collide with the diverging shock 

Radius 

Pr
es

su
re

 Before 
collisio

n 
P=64/
3 

1 – Implode  
      at uniform velocity 

Pr
es

su
re

 Diverging 
accretion 
shock 

Increasing central hot spot pressure 
 to achieve ignition G. Schurtz, CELIA



Low velocity drive 

250 kJ 

80 TW 

High Aspect ratio target 
V ~400 km/s 

p 

ρ

 isobaric  
fuel assembly 

r 

p 

ρ r 

non isobaric 
fuel assembly 

220 TW 
 spike 

A final spike in the laser pulse 
launches a converging shock 

Low Aspect ratio target 
V ~ 250 km/s 

1.5 MJ  

Conventional direct drive 

450 TW 

G. Schurtz, CELIA



Simulations:
laser interaction must generate a 300 Mbar shock

Such a pressure has to be demonstrated.

Experiment feasible at OMEGA. 
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HiPER study reference targets 
250 kJ for compression (+ ignition) 

HiPER baseline target         CELIA-NIF target        

For both targets
-  Adiabat shaping picket
-  Different focal spot for compression and ignition pulse
-  laser wavelength: 0.35 µm

CH layer to increase
absorption
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           HiPER target   CELIA-NIF target 
Compression pulse          
•  Energy        180 kJ       250 kJ 
•  Flat-top power                   42 TW       80 TW 
•  Focal spot width wc            0.65 mm                    0.68 mm 

Ignition pulse                       
•  Energy                           ≥ 80 kJ       ≥ 70 kJ  
•  Power                            ≥ 150 TW        ≥ 150 TW 
•  Focal spot width ws           0.4 mm       0.345 mm 
•  Synchronization                120 ps (@ 170 TW) 

        250 ps (@ 270 TW) 

Fusion yield   ≤ 24 MJ        ≤ 33 MJ 
1D Gain              ≤ 80         ≤ 100             

Convergence ratio  35 – 42       30 – 42 
      vapor density                0.1 – 0.25  mg/cm3                 0.3 - 0.1  mg/cm3  

   Shock ignition can be tested  
At moderate energy levels 



Ignition time

ignition shock

shock collision

ablator expansion due 
to adiabat-shaping picket



HiPER target

  Zooming required to reduce spike power

    Gaussian beams, width ws

      ws           min. spike power
400 µm  150 TW
500 µm  200 TW
640 µm  270 TW



HiPER target

Time synchronization window 
enlarges with spike power,

Spike energy independent of spike power

ws = 400 µm ws = 400 µm, , ts = 11.15 ns



time

m
as

s

Adiabat shaping 
shock 

Compression shocks 

Ignition  

shock  

X. Ribeyre & G. Schurtz, CELIA

First Shock  
Rebound 
shocks 

Shock Collision 

time

ra
di

us


Shock timing (CELIA target) 



Laser pulses with adiabat-shaping picket 
reduce perturbation growth 

1. Initial Richtmyer-Meshkov and 
Landau-Darrieus instabilities 
avoided or greatly reduced 

2. Linear RTI growth reduced;
    full stabilization for l > 1200

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, submitted to PPCF

A. Marocchino, S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, PoP (2010)



Tolerances  & risk assessment – 
compression stage

about 3,000 1D runs, simultaneously 
varying 5 parameters 
(fuel density, laser energy, 3 power levels)

Parametric 1-D analysis, 9 target and pulse parameters

1% errors in dimensions, few % in energy and mass, 
100 ps in timing tolerated

Varying one parameter at a time 



Irradiation non uniformity 
and target misplacement:

A first model study
•  2D hydro 
•  full code model,

-  full code model, �

-  but
-  radial rays
-  time independent irradiation spectrum (Legendre modes)



DD-48 irradiation scheme 

L. Hallo et al., 2009  (study of the HiPER baseline target) 

0.
1 

0.01 

0.001 

0.00001 

1

0    2    4     6    8   10  12   14   16   18   
20 
                          mode number  

intensity profile:   exp (-r/w)m 

m = 2  (Gaussian profile) 
w = 0.6 * target outer radius 

Optimal at t = 0 & no displacement 

t = 0 irradiation 
2D spectrum (Legendre modes)  

CELIA irradiation scheme  



   
Shock ignition: 

reduced hot spot-RTI growth  

No SI spike 

Shock 
ignition 

with the 
CELIA 

radiation 
spectrum 

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011.; see also Ribeyre et al. PPCF 2009  



  RTI growth reduction due to 
reduced time inverval of growth and fire polishing 

Full physics

No burn,
No Alphas, 

Shock does not invert phase of 
perturbation, growth 
continues as in the case 
without SI spike

with the CELIA
irradiation
spectrum



What about target misplacement?

•  cylindrical symmetry
•  target displaced on symmetry axis

= > initial irradiation spectrum:
•  perturbations due to finite number of beams (red)
•  l = 1 mode due to misplacement
•  Satellite modes due to combination of the above  

The dominant l = 1 mode0.1

0.01

0.001

0.00001

1

0    2    4     6    8   10  12   14   16   18   20
                          mode number 



  
Shock-ignition: sensitive to mispositioning

(high convergence-ratio target)

Gain = 95% of 1D gain

10 µm displacement 

Density maps when central Tion = 10 keV
(80 * 80 µm)

Gain = 1% of 1D gain

20 µm displacement 

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011



Gain = 1% of 1D gain
20 µm displacement 

Gain = 95% of 1D gain
10 µm displacement 

Shock-ignition: sensitive to mispositioning



Shock-ignition 
tolerates very large spike asymmetry

(warning: artifact of flux-limited SH electron conduction?) 

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement

Symmetric 
ignition spike

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement

ignition spike 
with l = 2, 
C2 = 80% 

asymmetry



The reference DD48 HiPER irradiation scheme



Beam centers positions on the 
sphere (theta-phi plane)

Intensity map for perfect DD48 
Illumination 

rms nonuniformity: 0.2 %

HiPER - DD48 – m = 2, w/R = 0.6
Highly uniform, when no errors 



HiPER - DD48 – m = 2, w/R = 0.6
 sensitive to errors!



HiPER - DD48 – m = 2, w/R = 0.6highly 
sensitive to beam & positioning errors => 

better choices?

m = Supergaussian index
 (2=Gaussian)

Be
am
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Reference irradiation scheme

No errors With mispointing, imbalance, mispointing

Rms nonuniform.
contours

Schiavi, Atzeni, Marocchino, Europhys. Lett.  2011 



Relative fluctuactions �
to be taken into account too

Non uniformity contours                     relative fluctuactions                   

m = Supergaussian index
 (2=Gaussian)

m = Supergaussian index
 (2=Gaussian)

Be
am
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Schiavi, Atzeni, Marocchino, Europhys. Lett. , 2011 



Power required for fuel 
assembly 

Scales as h2 

Target self 
ignites 

No Ignition 

3.1 MJ, 430 TW 

Additional power  
for ignition (Spike) 
Such as Θ=phs*s = constant 

Total power on target 

scale factor s 

R => R s ,  t=> t s , W=> Ws2 ,  E=> Es3, M=>Ms3  

Up-scaling HiPER target 
 at constant velocity and intensity 

G. Schurtz, CELIA
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Intensity (10
14 W

/cm
2) 

1000

100

10

Intensity

Ignition pulse power

Compression pulse power

Total power

Maximum Laser Intensity  
decreases with target scale 



Implosion velocity (km/s)    

LPI risks 

Hydro risks 

S
pi

ke
 In

te
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ity
 (1

01
5 

W
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m
2 )

  

Trading off risks  
easier at higher energy 

G. Schurtz, CELIA



   INITIAL STAGE     
  Large reflectivity due to SBS 
  Absolute SRS at 1/4th nc – Raman cascade (1/16th nc) 
  SRS accompanied by cavitation 

  QUASI-STEADY STATE 
  Large absorption in cavities (70%) 
  Most energy carried by hot electrons - 30 keV 

  Good agreement with the latest OMEGA experiments 

SBS 

SRS - ω0 

SRS - 0.5 ω0 

Laser plasma instabilities  
can be beneficial to shock ignition! 

large-scale (mm) hot (keV) inhomogeneous  plasma 
high intensity (1016 W/cm2), long time scale (tens of ps) 

CTU in Prague: O. Klimo, J. Limpouch, CELIA, Bordeaux: S. Weber, V.T. Tikhonchuk 

Spectrum 
of reflected light 

Energy spectrum 
of hot electrons 



Electron pressure :  For two intensities 

t = 32 psec 

Low intensity 
Iabsorbed = 1.5x1015 cos2θ  Wcm-2 

Thot=3keV 

Pressure  
asymmetry 

Max pressure occurs 
at critical 

Max pressure at 
edge of solid 

Enhanced symmetry 

t = 28 psec 

High intensity 
Iabsorbed = 8x1015 cos2θ  Wcm-2 

Thot=10keV 

400 

0 

80 

0 

Mbar Mbar 

Higher intensity: much higher pressure 
Large electron range:  max pressure occurs at high density improved symmetry  

T. Bell; M. Tsoufras; Univ. Oxford 

Hot electron drive may be more efficient  
than thermal drive as long as shell ρR is 
large enough 

2D Vlasov-Fokker-Planck, no hydro 200 microns 

n=3x1023cm-3 



We are studying shock ignition scenarii on LMJ 
& NIF using the indirect drive laser ports and 
focusing hardware : Polar Drive is required 

33.2°
49.0°

59.5°

78.0°
NorthSouth Est

120.5°
131.0°

146.8°

West

Beam position (Aitoff)

40 quads pattern : - uses quad splitting, defocusing and repointing (Polar Drive)

80 beams for compression + spike (PDD)   3.8 kJ,    1.5 TW/beam

              80 beams for spike only (DD, tight focus)    0.75 kJ,   1.5 TW/beam

1 LMJ Quad 
formed from 4 
40x40 (cm) 
beams

May be split
and repointed 
on 
a sphere for
optimal 
illumination

G. Schurtz, CELIA



•  Demostrate 300 Mbar pressure and good absorption 
efficiency   

•  How does RTI at stagnation interact with the shock? 
•  What are the symmetry requirements for the spike? 
•  Intensities in spike are high: what about parametric 

instabilities? 
•  electron transport in shock ignition regime: probably non 

local, magnetized 
•  Validating polar direct drive designs 
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Shock ignition physics Issues 
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•  implosion less critical than standard central ignition 
•  robust & classical (hydro) ignition process 
•  does not require two different lasers 
•  simple targets 

•  principle tested at OMEGA (Theobald et al, 2008) 
•  amenable to scaled experiments (e.g. at OMEGA) 

•  can be tested at full scale at NIF, LMJ 
•  realistic target specifications and robustness studies 

in progress 

Conclusions on shock ignition 


